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the director of cinta dalam kardus and manusia setengah salmon was bobby sufianto .
sufianto said he didn’t feel the need to present himself as someone with expertise in love

on screen. by all accounts, sufianto was a man who was ready for anything, not just
romance. in an interview with the rumbahimpress.com site, raya ilham said, “i love

everything about love in a cardboard box. you see the cinematography, script, and song
are all perfect. i particularly like the filming of the first love scene with a man and a woman.
it was like an english rendering of indonesian cinema.” raya also looked at film director joe

lais, who also shot brontosaurus love, with a positive smile. “he is a man who is familiar
with people, and he is comfortable with his own decisions. one thing i look for in a director

is someone who truly understands the needs of film, and loves cinema. joe is a director who
is a true artist,” she said. in another interview, local chinese actor andre arman said he
gave his name to jaka jakab, the director of cinta dalam kardus as well as several other
movies. “because his name is jaka, my mother-in-law was constantly saying to me, jaka

jakab, and he is my name. so, they called the character jaka in the movie,” he said. through
a press conference, jaka said, “the director of my movie, for example, was working on three

movies at the same time. i made this film, but the script for my next film was already
written. so, i need a strong director, who won’t tear the script apart.”
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through the arrangement of the u.s. with the republic of indonesia, the united
states has been constantly engaged in the peaceful development of indonesia.

in the past several months, the u. has committed to assist the indonesian
military in the fight against terrorism, provided continued assistance to

indonesia's transition to a secure environment and has expanded relations with
indonesia across a range of sectors and to deepen our cooperation on maritime
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security, peacekeeping operations, and preventing the spread of weapons of
mass destruction. in doing so, the chairman of the commission stressed that the
new regional organization included indonesia's desire to play a stronger role in
its region, in line with the united states' strategic objectives to increase its role

in this part of the world. indonesia, which holds more than half of the
equatorially located asean's land territory, currently has a combined population
of more than 250 million and a combined gross national product of more than us
$534 billion. the full text of the speech is available online. in his address to the
general assembly, president bush touched on key themes, including the united
states' role as an indispensable force for ensuring the stability of the region and
working with the world's largest muslim country. the president said the united

states is grateful to president abdullah for his friendship and cooperation, which
has made an important contribution to the stability of southeast asia and the

democratization of the region. this includes exploring low-carbon energy options,
creating jobs for indonesians, dealing directly with the needs of indonesian
communities, taking concrete steps to fight corruption, and ensuring that

government officials do not use the international financial system to advance
corrupt practices. 5ec8ef588b
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